The headache which sometimes develops after a lumbar puncture has a dual interest, for not only is it important in the clinical management of the patient, but also it has stimulated enquiry into the causative mechanism of headache as a whole. Post-puncture headache has characteristic features. It may appear from a few hours to a few days after the puncture, and it is made worse by jugular compression and relieved by lying down.
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Over a quarter of a century ago Jacobaeus and Frumerie (1923) reported low pressure of the cerebrospinal fluid in two patients with headache following lumbar puncture. Since their publication in 1923 low pressure of the cerebrospinal fluid as the cause of post-puncture headache has gained general acceptance. About a year ago Pickering (1948) published observations on seven patients on whom a second puncture was performed during a postpuncture headache. Six patients had a zero pressure, and one a pressure of 80 mm. Pickering pointed out that the converse, absence of a low pressure in patients who did not experience a post-puncture headache, had not been reported.
In the present study a second puncture was performed on 43 patients regardless of the presence or absence of headache. They were consecutive admissions to the Department of Neurology at the Manchester Royal Infirmary, but patients suffering from cerebral tumour, cerebral abscess, meningitis, or sub-arachnoid hemorrhage were excluded.
Technique At the first puncture the patient was placed in the left lateral position and, after skin anesthesia had been obtained by 1 % procaine, a No. 18 Howard-Jones needle was introduced between the third and fourth lumbar spines. A 2 mm.-bore Greenfield manometer was immediately attached and the initial pressure of the cerebrospinal fluid noted. Queckenstedt's test was then performed, after which approximately 10 ml. of cerebrospinal fluid was removed for analysis. Finally, the cerebrospinal fluid pressure was noted again. The patient remained in bed supine throughout the day and was encouraged to drink freely. In the evening he was allowed up. Twenty-four hours after the initial puncture the patient was questioned as to the presence of headache in the supine and erect postures, and the effect of bilateral jugular compression was observed.
The lumbar puncture was then repeated employing the same technique, and the initial pressure was taken. A few drops of cerebrospinal fluid were removed for a comparative cell count.
Results
The results of these observations are presented in -215 mm., when severe headache was present.
Tilting the patient to 15°from the horizontal eliminated the headache. Further cerebrospinal fluid was removed, and the headache returned though the vertex pressure was only -113 mm., a figure which was higher than the original resting pressure when no headache was present. In another case headache was produced at -230 mm.; the patient was then tilted to 400 and more fluid was removed, but at -248 mm. the headache had not returned. There is, therefore, a clear lack of direct dependence of the headache on the cerebrospinal fluid pressure. Pickering (1948) suggested that normal cerebrospinal fluid pressure in patients with headache might be a result of meningeal irritation, but in the observations made here the cell counts in the fluid showed no evidence of a meningeal reaction. Further, in the patient in whom a meningeal reaction was present the headache was unlike that of a postpuncture type.
A possible factor in the failure of some patients to develop headache with a low cerebrospinal fluid pressure was suggested by one observation. The patient who had a zero pressure and no headache was given 01 mg. of histamine acidphosphate intravenously and, though she developed a marked facial flush and metallic taste, she had no headache. The ease with which histamine headaches can be produced in different subjects varies considerably (Pickering, 1933) . It may well be that this is associated with a variable sensitivity of the intracranial perivascular tissues to pain. Such a variable sensitivity might also be a factor in determining the presence or absence of post-puncture headache.
In conclusion, therefore, it may be said that though post-puncture 
